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EPISODE THEME: SHAPES

FADE IN

PALETTE opening THEME song and INTRO sequence (TBD) -- the 
reoccurring sequence will be a multimedia mix and will start 
every episode.

From INTRO move to:

INT. PATTY’S STUDIO - DAY

PATTY and TAFFY snuggle up, putting a wonderfully beautiful 
SHAPE PUZZLE together.

Patty puts a few more pieces down while Taffy nods.

PATTY TURNS TOWARD CAMERA:

PATTY
(excited)

Oh! Hey, Creatives! I’m just 
working on this amazing and 
artastic puzzle with Taffy!

(points at puzzle)
And we only have, 1, 2, 3...pieces 
left.

ANGLE ON: Incomplete Puzzle missing pieces -- square, circle 
and triangle.

TAFFY lets out a perplexed MEOW.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(sighs)

Hmmmmm. You’re right, Taffy. This 
could be a tough one. Let’s think.

(picks up piece)
I’m pretty sure the circle goes 
here.

TAFFY covers his eyes as Patty puts the piece down. The piece 
fits, the puzzle is almost complete!

PATTY (CONT’D)
(happily)

YES!!! And...let’s see, that means 
the square would go there-- 

(points at puzzle)
And the triangle would go there. 
Awesome!!! So, let’s put the square 
down first.



PATTY (CONT’D)
(excited)

May you please hand me the square, 
Taffy? 

TAFFY shrugs and shakes his head in confusion. 

Taffy hands Patty the TRIANGLE.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(giggles)

Oh, no Taffy. That’s a triangle.

TAFFY shrugs and let’s out a “I don’t know” MEOW.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(laughs)

Oh, Taffy, you silly cat--

THE SHAPE SONG:

PATTY (CONT’D)
(sings in melody)

Square, circle, triangle is all we 
need to find/To finish up this 
puzzle that will educate our 
mind/So let’s call out the 
difference so that we can both 
unwind/Say hello to the happy 
little shapes!

(continues)
A square has four equal sides, but 
a circle it has none/A triangle has 
three sides and as equal as they 
come/So if ever you forget just 
smile and sing this funny song/Say 
hello to the happy little shapes!

(continues chorus)
Say hello to the happy little 
shapes/Say hello to the happy 
little shapes/Say hello to the 
happy little shapes!

END SONG.

Taffy laughs and continues to sway to the beat.

PATTY (CONT’D)
So, Taffy, now do you understand?

TAFFY NODS.
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PATTY (CONT’D)
Artastic!

(puts down final pieces)
It’s soooooooo cool! The puzzle is 
complete and we now see all the 
wonderful shapes side by side!

ANGLE ON: Finished Puzzle.

TAFFY nods his head in excitement, but suddenly--

A LOUD GROWL from Taffy’s stomach.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(surprised)

Whoa, Taffy! Was that your stomach 
or mine growling?

Taffy points to himself and nods playfully.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(giggles)

Oh, Taffy. It’s okay, I could go 
for a snack too! But what? 

(taps chin thinking)
Hmmmmmmmmmm.

TAFFY jumps up in excitement. 

TAFFY grabs a pencil and pad.

OFFSCREEN: TAFFY DRAWS a quick picture.

PATTY (CONT’D)
Are you using your CREATIVITY to 
show me?

TAFFY NODS, then holds up his picture of a--COOKIE.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(clicks tongue)

What a great idea, Taffy! Cookies 
would be scrumptious! And even 
better, cookies come in all sorts 
of shapes! And the most artastic 
and delicious place I know to find 
cookies is at Bakery Delite!

CUT TO

THREE LEARNING INTERLUDES IN A ROW:

The Interludes or commercials will be random and brief and 
will consist of learning elements based on theme. 
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1) Square, Circle, Triangle: IN MELODY

SONG
Square, Circle, 
Triangle/Triangle/Square, Circle, 
Triangle/Triangle!

(continues)
Square and Circle and a 
Triangle!/Square, Circle, 
Triangle/Triangle/Square, Circle, 
Triangle/Triangle!

CUT TO

2) Movin’ Shapes: IN MELODY

SONG (CONT’D)
I see a square and a circle and a 
triangle/I see a square and a 
circle and a triangle/I see a 
square and a circle and a 
triangle/I’m lovin’ all my shapes!

(continues)
Gonna take that square and put it 
there/Gonna take that square and 
put it there/Gonna take that square 
and put it there/I’m lovin’ all my 
shapes!

(continues)
Gonna take that circle and put it 
here/Gonna take that circle and put 
it here/Gonna take that circle and 
put it here/I’m lovin’ all my 
shapes!

(continues)
Now the triangle, but where’d it 
go?/Now the triangle, but where’d 
it go?/Now the triangle, but 
where’d it go?/I think I’ve lost my 
shape!

CUT TO

3) The Wonderful World of Mizz Parasol: SEGMENT

We find the very interesting and charming MIZZ PARASOL, a 
neighbor, a friend, a time traveler, a poet, an artist and so 
much more--relaxing in her domicile.

Mizz Parasol sits on her COMFY CHAIR having a spot of tea and 
maybe a biscuit. She opens a LARGE BOOK.

PARASOL TURNS TOWARD CAMERA:
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A NARRATOR (V.O.)
And now, Mizz Parasol shall maketh 
us chuckle, with a waggish rhyme.

PARASOL
(clears throat)

There once was a woman named SHAPE, 
who loved the CIRCLE of grape. A 
kingdom so round, it made such a 
sound, when it rolled down the hill 
to escape...

(beat)
Then the TRIANGLE monster got mad, 
even though she should have been 
glad. But she missed the round that 
would come abound and give her a 
piece of cake...

(beat)
Then, the mighty SQUARE roared! A 
Dino-shape from centuries before. 
“Put everything back that’s placed 
on the rack! And pick up some milk 
from the store!”

(sighs)
Ah, shapes.

Mizz Parasol slams the book shut and takes a bite of her 
biscuit.

A NARRATOR (V.O.)
And so endeth our visiteth with the 
wond'rful, Mizz Parasol.

CUT TO

EXT. BAKERY DELITE - DAY

Patty stands in front of the bakery. She rubs her stomach and 
smells the air, excited at the nourishment of baked goods.

PATTY
(toward camera)

We’re here! I smell the sweet aroma 
already! Behind me is the most 
delightful place to get the most 
yummy and Ambrosian sweets! And 
best of all they come in all sorts 
of delectable shapes! Let’s check 
it out!
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INT. BAKERY DELITE - DAY

Patty walks in wide-eyed and explores the bakery for a moment 
before heading over to talk to the BAKERY CLERK. (STC)

PATTY
(at clerk)

Hi! My name is Patty and I love 
your bakery!

CLERK
Thanks!

PATTY
(smiles)

I was hoping I can ask you a few 
questions? If you don’t mind.

CLERK
(smiles)

Of course I don’t mind! Ask away!

PATTY
(toward camera)

Artastic!

INSERT INTERVIEW PORTION:

PATTY (CONT’D)
When did Bakery Delite open?

(clerk answer)
How did you get your name?

(clerk answer)
How do you get the ideas for your 
pastries?

(clerk answer)
What’s the coolest pastry you have 
ever created?

(clerk answer)
How long does it take to make every 
pastry?

(clerk answer)
How are all the wonderful cookie 
shapes made?

(clerk answer)
How many people does it take to 
make all these wonderful pastries?

(clerk answer)
What’s your favorite pastry?

(clerk answer)
What’s your favorite holiday to 
create sweets for?

(clerk answer)
(MORE)
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If you could be any shape what 
would it be?

(clerk answer)
Artastic!!!!

END OF INTERVIEW PORTION:

EXT. BAKERY DELITE - DAY

Patty lovingly stands holding a basket full of goodies.

PATTY
(toward camera)

What a scrumpdiddlyumptious time I 
had! And, remember, you can have a 
sweet time too at Bakery Delite! 

CLERK
(peeks head out)

At 290 South River Street, Plains, 
P-A!

PATTY
(at clerk)

Thanks again! See you real soon! 
Bye!

CUT TO

THREE LEARNING INTERLUDES IN A ROW:

SECOND SEGMENT of Interludes or commercials will be random 
and brief and will consist of learning elements based on 
theme.

1) Spot the Shape with Taffy: SEGMENT

Taffy plays with her BALL OF YARN, ARTY when suddenly Arty 
comes to life.

Arty screams and rolls away -- Taffy chases.

TAFFY POV:

As TAFFY runs through the RANDOM ENVIRONMENT -- the VIEWERS 
VOICES will shout out every shape that is “hit” by Arty. 

Arty jumps over the basketball -- CIRCLE!!

Arty hits the box -- SQUARE!!

Arty sniffs the pizza slice -- TRIANGLE!!

PATTY (CONT’D)
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Until Taffy finally grabs Arty.

END TAFFY POV:

Taffy snuggles up with Arty.

CUT TO

2) Shape Creation: SEGMENT

A HAND places several circles, triangles and squares on a 
table. The Hand creates several things as the VIEWER shouts 
out guesses at what is being made.

The HAND makes a SAILBOAT.

VIEWER (O.S.)
SAILBOAT!!!

The HAND makes a TREE.

VIEWER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
TREE!!!

The Hand makes a SPACESHIP.

VIEWER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
SPACESHIP!!!

The segment continues as the HAND makes: A ROBOT, A TRUCK, A 
FLOWER and finally a FUNNY FACE.

VIEWER (O.S.) (CONT’D)
SHAPES!!!!

CUT TO

3) Cut It Out with Zee: SEGMENT

ZEE, the artistic young lady stands at a counter with a very 
large pile of colorful construction paper. 

She thinks for a second, then grabs her SCISSORS, then with 
supersonic speed, Zee cuts up --

“Broadway Boogie-Woogie” by Piet Mondrian.

ZEE
Mondrian? No. Mondri-awesome.

Zee winks at the camera.
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CUT TO

INT. PATTY’S STUDIO - DAY

Patty sits on the studio floor playing with her BIG COLORFUL 
TOY SHAPES. Taffy snuggles next to her purring away as Patty 
makes shapes with her toys.

PATTY
(softly sings)

Oh, the wonderful shapes, we make 
we make! Oh, the wonderful shapes 
we make, we make!

TAFFY sways to the rhythm--

MEOWS a beat count of four.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(giggles)

The wonderful shapes we make, we 
make! The wonderful shapes we make!

SUDDENLY -- a repeated ALARM goes off. 

ALARM (O.S.)
(robotic)

Art mail! Art mail! Art mail!

PATTY
(excited)

You hear that, Taffy? We got an 
Amail!

Taffy nods.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(toward camera)

I love Amail. Wonder who it’s from 
this time?

Patty walks toward a machine, with a large screen. The 
machine is reminiscent of a RUBE GOLDBERG MACHINE. 

Patty looks at the screen; Taffy next to her.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(excited)

Oh, wow! We got an Amail from, 
Taryn Giumento. She’s an awesomely 
talented artist! And, she uses a 
lot of cool shapes to make her art 
too! 
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Taffy wants to press play.

PATTY (CONT’D)
Okay, okay, Taffy. You can press 
the button.

Taffy presses the button.

INSERT INTERVIEW PORTION:

A VIDEO MESSAGE plays. 

The FEATURED ARTIST message is a short video biography that 
features their work as a professional artist.

TARYN
Hi, I’m Taryn Lynn Giumento. I’m 
the owner of Boxer Boutique Bows 
and Taryn Lynn Illustrations...

THE VIDEO MESSAGE should END with a PROMOTIONAL PLUG for the 
artist, their business and their works.

END OF INTERVIEW PORTION:

INT. PATTY’S STUDIO - DAY

The VIDEO MESSAGE ends with Patty pressing the “close” 
button.

PATTY
Whoa! That was an artastic video!

Taffy nods in agreement.

PATTY (CONT’D)
Taryn Lynn Giumento certainly has

(excited)
Has

(more excited)
Haaaaaas

(yells super excited)
CREATIVITY!!!!!!!

Taffy moves wildly then stops.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(smiles)

Wow! What a magnificently, artastic 
time we had today!

PATTY TURNS TOWARD CAMERA:
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INTERCUT AS NECESSARY: TAFFY REACTIONS

PATTY (CONT’D)
Well, we sure did learn a lot about 
shapes today. Especially Circles, 
Triangles and Squares.

(smiles)
But, it doesn’t stop there! There 
are also rectangles, hexagons, 
trapezoids and so much more! There 
are so many more shapes to see, 
explore and use!

(excitedly)
Whoa. I can see different shapes 
everyday and sometimes those shapes 
can transform into new shapes.

(encouraging)
So, I hope you go out and try to 
spot all the different shapes you 
see too!

TAFFY PURRS.

PATTY (CONT’D)
(giggles)

So, until we meet again. Stay 
imaginative and artastic and 
remember...

(sings softly)
Being creative doesn’t cost a 
dime/Just takes a spark and a 
little bit of time/And when you 
live in a world that you create/You 
are superb/You are fabulous and 
great!/So anytime you are feeling 
real low/Just grab a pencil and 
pad/And enjoy the show!

(smiles)
Bye, Creatives!

Patty and Taffy wave good-bye.

FADE OUT

END OF EPISODE 2
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